
1° 2° / 3° 1° 2° / 3° 1° 2° / 3° 1° 2° / 3° 1° 2° / 3°

14,00€        12,00€        85,00€      70,00€      170,00€    130,00€    250,00€    200,00€    330,00€    260,00€    

19,00€        17,00€        115,00€    100,00€    220,00€    180,00€    340,00€    280,00€    450,00€    380,00€    

28,00€        25,00€        160,00€    140,00€    290,00€    260,00€    430,00€    390,00€    - -

32,00€        28,00€        190,00€    160,00€    340,00€    300,00€    * * - -

 1 giorno

1 day/1 Tag 

 7 giorni

7 days/7 Tage 
450,00€         400,00€         

4,00€          23,00€        450,00€         400,00€         

6,00€          34,00€        530,00€         460,00€         

Die Preise gelten für 1 Sonnenschirm und 2 Liegen. In der Hochsaison ist eine Vorreservierung erforderlich und die wöchentliche Mietdauer geht von Sonntag bis Samstag. Der Service ist nicht 

in den Preisen des Feriendorfes inbegriffen. 

14 giorni

14 days/14 Tage

SDRAIO/SEDIA SUPPLEMENTARE

Extrachair - Zusatzstuhl

LETTINO SUPPLEMENTARE

Extralounger - Zusatzliege

I prezzi si intendono per 1 ombrellone e 2 lettini. Nei periodi di alta stagione è necessaria la prenotazione anticipata e il periodo del noleggio settimanale va da domenica a 

sabato. Il servizio non è incluso nelle tariffe del villaggio.

Prices are for 1 umbrella and 2 deck-chairs. During high season, advance booking is necessary and the weekly rental period runs from Sunday to Saturday. The service is not included in the 

village rates.

*26/07-15/08

*09/08-29/08

*02/08-22/08

38,00€            

48,00€            

FILA / ROW / REIHE FILA / ROW / REIHE FILA / ROW / REIHE FILA / ROW / REIHE

02/08 - 22/08

05/07 - 01/08 + 23/08 - 05/09

07/06 - 04/07 + 06/09 - 12/09

01/05 - 06/06  +  13/09 - 30/09

FILA / ROW / REIHE

28 giorni

28 days / 28 Tage

Prezzi giornalieri

daily rates / Tagestarif

7 giorni

7 days / 7 Tage

14 giorni

14 days / 14 Tage

21 giorni

21 days / 21 Tage

Spiaggia Orizzonte - Listino 2020 



 

Beach regulations and prohibitions 

All customers of this establishment are kindly requested to 
respect the following regulations: 

 
Thank you for your collaboration and welcome. 

  
•  The season  subscription starts on 1. June and ends on 15. September. The rental days outside of 

this period are being considered extra and therefore need to be agreed with the responsible 
personnel.  

 
•  The use of the umbrella is limited to a maximum of 4 persons per umbrella (children included) 
 
•  It is allowed to place a maximum of 3 pieces of furniture (sun bed, chair) per umbrella. 
 
•  The umbrella is strictly personal and it is not allowed to use it for other persons for any reasons, if 

not agreed with the management.  
 

• The customers are kindly asked to respect the observations of the lifeguards, particularly in cases of 
adverse weather conditions: respect the meanings of the flags raised on the flagpole. 
 

 

IT IS ABSOLUTELY FORBIDDEN 
 

1)  to introduce animals (even if they are small) if not in their permitted area 
 
2)  to move your own sun bed/chair in another row or on the shoreline 
 
3)  to lie down with towels on the sand or to use your own equipment  
 
4)  practicing games (football, bowls, beach tennis or anything else) that could disturb the quiet of the 

other customers. 
 
5) to leave toys or inflatable under the umbrella. 
 
 
We kindly ask you not to leave any rubbish on the beach or in the picnic area, and not to bring glasses or 

bottles on the beach. 
 
 

We thank you for your cooperation and wish you a great holiday! 



 

 

PETS REGULATIONS    
 

Small and medium pets are allowed in the 
area “accesso consentito animali domestici” 
(pets allowed) under the following 
conditions:  
 

 They are prevented to enter in the water. 

 The animals are being kept on a leash. 

 The pet owners clean up immediately the leavings 
of their animals in the dog area as well in the picnic 
area. 

 The pets are being kept in such a way that they 
don’t disturb the other guests of Bagno Orizzonte. 

 
 

The management 


